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Purpose: Highly conformal scanned Carbon Ion Radiotherapy (CIRT) might permit dose escalation and improved
local control in advanced stage thoracic tumors, but is challenged by target motion. Dose calculation algorithms
typically assume a periodically repeating, regular motion. To assess the effect of realistic, irregular motion, new
algorithms of validated accuracy are needed.
Methods: We extended an in-house treatment planning system to calculate RBE-weighted dose distributions in
CIRT on non-periodic CT image sequences. Dosimetric accuracy was validated experimentally on a moving, timeresolved ionization chamber array. Log-file based dose reconstructions were compared by gamma analysis and
correlation to measurements at every intermediate detector frame during delivery. The impact of irregular
motion on treatment quality was simulated on a virtual 4DCT thorax phantom. Periodic motion was compared to
motion with varying amplitude and period ± baseline drift. Rescanning as a mitigation strategy was assessed on
all scenarios.
Results: In experimental validation, average gamma pass rates were 99.89+-0.30% for 3%/3 mm and 88.2+2.2% for 2%/2 mm criteria. Average correlation for integral dose distributions was 0.990±0.002. Median cor
relation for single 200 ms frames was 0.947±0.006. In the simulations, irregular motion deteriorated V95 target
coverage to 81.2%, 76.6% and 79.0% for regular, irregular motion and irregular motion with base-line drift,
respectively. Rescanning restored V95 to >98% for both scenarios without baseline drift, but not with additional
baseline drift at 83.7%.
Conclusions: The validated algorithm permits to study the effects of irregular motion and to develop and adapt
appropriate motion mitigation techniques.

1. Introduction
Scanned charged particle therapy has become an established therapy
for static tumors, offering more conformal dose distributions than
photon therapy [1,2]. This high degree of conformity poses geometric
and dosimetric uncertainties when accounting for inter- and intrafrac
tional motion [3–5]. Tumors in the thorax and abdomen are strongly
affected by respiratory motion and its variability [6,7]. Therefore,
treatment methods have been developed in attempt to handle tumor
motion during radiotherapy including gating, ITVs, rescanning, tumor

tracking [3,8] and 4D optimization [9], as well as robust optimization
[10–12].
Delivery quality assessment is an integral part of clinical radio
therapy. Typically, treatment planning, simulations and dose re
constructions are performed to simulate expected dose distributions and
assess delivered dose distributions respectively [13]. However, only
periodic repetition of the respiratory motion is currently assumed for
treatment planning on a time-resolved computed tomography (4DCT)
[14]. 4D dose calculations take into account the inter- and intrafrac
tional motion variability of recorded motion signals when assigning
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motion phases, but still assumes that one 4DCT would be representative
for an entire treatment fraction [15]. This means that a variable
breathing amplitude can accounted for, but varying amplitudes or
baseline drifts cannot. Dhont et al. [7] reported interfractional varia
tions in the motion amplitude of more than 5 mm in nearly half of the
patients with average tumor motion amplitudes greater than 7 mm and
intrafractional changes in the motion amplitudes of up to 10 mm,
increasing with total motion amplitude. Typical baseline drifts of greater
than 5 mm in cranio-caudal direction were reported over the course of
treatment for lung tumors and baseline drifts greater than 2 mm were
reported for liver lesions. Consequently, dose calculation algorithms,
which are able to handle complex motion patterns, are needed to
investigate and accurately assess treatments with various motion miti
gation techniques and to determine adequate safety margins during
planning.
Current online imaging and motion monitoring methods are not
sufficient to verify 4D dose calculations and do not measure directly
stopping powers along the entire beam path. 4DCT images cannot be
acquired for the time span of an entire treatment delivery, due to the
unacceptably high doses and required imaging frequency [4], even
though techniques to reconstruct 3D CT images from 2D cone beam CT
images were presented [16]. Tumor motion itself can be monitored
directly using 4D cine MRI [17], ultrasound [18], and fiducial markers
[19] or indirectly by measuring a surrogate signal with known corre
lation to the tumor position [20]. Reviews about imaging techniques in
particle therapy can be found in the literature [3,21,22]. Online images,
such as cine MRI and cone beam CT images, do typically not include
deformations of the surrounding tissues directly. In order to deduce the
resulting changes of the penetration depth of the ion beam, the obtained
images have to be translated into stopping powers by registering them to
a CT image. To overcome this problem, Phillips et al. [23] proposed a
method that deduces water equivalent path lengths (WEPLs) from a
single CT and translates them into a beam-specific WEPL space. Tumor
motion is then simplified as a translation in the WEPL space and deduced
from surrogate data. Deformations of the surrounding tissue are
neglected. Meschini et al. applied this method to RBE-weighted dose
calculations for carbon beams [24,25]. The reduction of needed 4D
imaging of the tumor makes this method applicable only for dose cal
culations based on 2D information about the tumor motion. That data
can be recorded during treatment, which makes this method clinically
applicable. However, this method is limited in case of strong soft tissue
deformations.
Full information about geometry changes is necessary and already
available in two kinds of application: First, simulation studies can be
used to identify tumor locations with critical dose degradation due to
irregular motion. The required long image sequences can be created by
using deformable image registration based on one reference 3DCT and
time-resolved magnetic resonance imaging (4D-MRI) data [26,27].
Alternatively, image sequences can be generated with virtual phantoms,
such as the 4D extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantom [28], which was
used in this study. Second, testing and benchmarking of new motion
mitigation techniques can be done in simulations and experiments with
simplified and anthropomorphic phantoms [29–31]. In this case,
detailed information about the phantom motion is known and virtual
CTs can be generated.
For densly ionizing irradiation, the biological effect on irradiated
cells is higher than for a photon irradiation with the same dose. The
concept of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and RBE-weighted
doses links absorbed ion and photon doses with the same biological
endpoint. For protons, a constant cell killing RBE of 1.1 can be assumed
[32]. For carbon beams, in contrast, the RBE depends on many factors as
the particle spectrum and local energy transfer (LET) and is non-linear
with dose [33–36]. Consequently, dose warping from on phase CT to a
reference CT cannot be applied. Instead, the contributions of single
pencil beams need to be added properly in the reference CT.
The objective of this study was to provide an experimentally

validated dose calculation algorithm that can calculate absorbed and
RBE-weighted dose distributions on arbitrarily long sequences of CT
images, as well as giving an example of the workflow to apply this al
gorithm in simulation studies.
2. Materials and methods
In order to be able to calculate doses on an arbitrarily long sequence
of CT images, the treatment planning system TRiP98 developed at GSI
[33,34,37–39] was modified. The changes are described in section 2.1.
We experimentally validated the calculations of absorbed dose distri
butions for irregular motion, described in section 2.2,3.1. Finally, we
applied the algorithm for RBE-weighted dose calculations to a virtual
phantom as described in section 2.3,3.2.
2.1. The dose calculation algorithm
The TRiP98 4D-dose calculation algorithm [38] was designed for the
calculation of biologically effective doses in particle therapy on 4DCT
imaging data, which were assumed to be periodically repeating. The
required data therefore consist of the 4DCT and corresponding trans
formation maps relating the several motion states to one reference state.
This limited amount of data can be read at once and held in memory
during the entire dose calculation. In the case of irregular motion, CT
sequences covering the entire course of treatment can be substantially
larger. In order to handle the additional amount of data, the 4D-dose
calculation algorithm was altered to sequentially calculate the dose
contributions of the motion states and only hold the data necessary for
the current motion state in memory.
In this section, the order of calculation steps in the existing dose
calculating algorithm is outlined. Then, the changes made to the algo
rithm are detailed.
The relative biological effectiveness is defined as the ratio of a
photon dose and a particle dose yielding the same biological effect. In
order to calculate the biological effect of an irradiation with ion irra
diation, the dose dependent cell survival S is estimated with a linearquadratic model (LQM) [40,41]:
( )
(
)
S D = exp − α⋅D − β⋅D2 .
(1)
For the 4D dose calculation, an irradiation of points on a 4-dimen
sional grid is assumed. The first coordinates of a spot, labeled by
index i, is the motion state s during which it was irradiated. The other
coordinates are the position xi and yi in the iso-energetic slice (IES),
which corresponds to the initial beam energy Bi . In order to take into
account the entire particle spectrum, the dose averaged coefficients
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(4)

are calculated based on the local effect model (LEM) [33] in the low dose
approach. As described by Krämer and Scholz in [34], the virtual index l
of the beam component comprises the irradiated raster spot i, particle
type T, energy E and the water equivalent depth of the beginning and
end of the corresponding voxel in the body. The weight wl represents the
number of particles with these properties that contributes to the dose.
The particle spectra in T and E and the resulting contributions Lik , αik and
√̅̅̅̅̅̅
βik were precomputed for available initial beam energies and water
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equivalent depths k and stored in a data base. This reduces the calcu
lation of the dose averaged coefficients to
∑
∑
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distributions caused by the interplay between scanned beams and
irregular motion patterns. Experiments were performed at the horizon
tal beam line in treatment room 1 at CNAO, Pavia, Italy. The experi
mental setup is schematically displayed in Fig. 1. A 2D ionization
chamber (IC) array detector (PTW Octavius 1500XDR; PTW, Freiburg,
Germany) was mounted on a programmable linear stage (PI M-414.2PD,
controller PI C-884.4DC; Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany). The
detector consists of 4.4 × 4.4 x 3 mm3 big IC chambers in a chessboard
like arrangement. Measurements were performed in a time resolved
mode with a frame length of 200 ms. It is placed inside a dedicated
holder behind 5 mm of PMMA. The linear stage was programmed to
move in sinusoidal patterns of the form
()
( (
))
π
d t = Ak ⋅sin2
⋅ t − t0,k
(11)
Tk

(7)

k

Here, ζik , k = 1, 2 is the weight in a linear interpolation for the voxel
between precomputed water equivalent depths before and behind the
actual depth. In the standard algorithm for periodic motions, compu
tation proceeds voxel by voxel on one CT defined as reference. The loop
over the motion states is nested inside the outer voxel loop. The changes
in voxel position between the reference CT and other motion state CTs
are looked up from a precalculated transformation map. The sums in Eq.
5,6, are updated by calculating their addends on the corresponding state
CTs. Finally, the normalization of Eq. 5, is performed. The physically
absorbed dose in the reference state CT voxel is given by
(
/
)
Dphys (Gy) = C⋅L MeV (g/cm)2
(8)

with amplitude and period variations between subsequent periods, each
period ranging from one minimum to another. Here, Ak and Tk denote
the motion amplitude and period of the current motion and t0,k the time
of the precedent minimum. The average period T was set to 5 s. Motion
periods and amplitudes Ak were varied to uniformly distributed random
values in the range [A − ΔA,A + ΔA] and [T − ΔT,T + ΔT], respectively.
A series of seven measurements labeled I to VII with different motion
patterns was performed. The motion settings are summarized in Table 1.
238.63 Me V/u scanned carbon ion beams with 5 × 106 particles per
spot were delivered across a 60 × 60 mm2 grid. Spot spacing was 2 mm
and the beam was assumed to be Gaussian shaped with a full width half
maximum of 5.78 mm. The beam was scanning line by line with alter
nating direction over the target volume. The motion of the detector was
measured with an optical distance laser sensor (SICK OD100-35P840;
SICK AG, Waldkirch, Germany).
Each detector time frame was defined as one motion state. The po
sition and number of particles for the beam spots irradiated during one
time frame were retrieved from the delivery system log files [42] by a
LabVIEW based software developed in house. This delivery information
was extracted from the magnet currents of the scanning magnets and the
signal from the IC intensity monitor integrated in the nozzle. To syn
chronize the clocks of the IC array detector and the dose delivery system
(DDS), the correlation coefficient between the signal recorded by the
intensity monitor and the recorded energy deposition in the IC array
detector during the same detector time frames was maximized. To do so,
a first estimate of the clock offset was deduced by matching the end of
the last frame with measured dose and the timestamp of the last deliv
ered beam spot. Then the correlation was sampled by scanning possible
values for the clock offset in range of 2000 ms centered around this
estimate with a resolution of 100 ms. The hardware counts of the in
tensity monitor were logged by the DDS at every progression to the next
raster spot or at least every 50 ms. At the transition between two sub
sequent detector time frames, the IC counts of the corresponding log
entry were split between those time frames according to the time frac
tion in each frame. In a second step, the scan range was reduced to the
range between the sampled value before and after the maximum and the
correlation was sampled again, but with a ten fold smaller step size. This
procedure was repeated once more to get a final step size of 1 ms. The
average detector displacement during one detector frame was used as
the translation vector for dose calculations.
The log-files were converted to TRiP98 file format. The absorbed
dose distribution was calculated using the new algorithm inside a 1 mm
grid in water. The physical dose distribution was calculated and
compared to the measurement of the IC array detector in a water
equivalent depth of 13.3 mm. This is the sum of the water equivalent
thicknesses of the PMMA holder (WEPL = 1.15 [43]) and the reference
point of the PTW Octavius 1500XDR.
A generalized 3D gamma analysis [44] with local dose criterion was
used to quantify the agreement of measurement and dose reconstruction
for the expected inhomogeneous dose distribution. The measured dose

with C = 1.602189⋅10− 8 . From Eq. 1 follows the biological effect
− lnS = αDphys + βD2phys .

(9)

The RBE-weighted dose is then determined by finding the X-ray dose
with the same survival S as the one calculated for ions by inverting Eq. 1:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅ ( /( ))
/
Dbio = − lnS βX + (αX /(2βX ))2 − αX
2βX
.
(10)
Final results are stored into a grid with the same dimension as the CT
image and then, computation proceeds for the next reference CT voxel.
To perform dose calculations considering irregular motion, long se
ries of CTs and transformation maps need to be handled. This is achieved
by treating the motion states sequentially. This means that the loop over
the motion states is changed to be the outer-most one. Inside each mo
tion state, all possible calculations proceed voxel by voxel. In the
following, the necessary changes to the algorithm are described. The
normalization of Eq. 5, can only be performed when the treatment was
completed and, thus, the sum in Eq. 7 was completed too. In order to
collect the contributions to those three equations, additional three CT
sized grids are introduced. To reduce the amount of required working
memory for the motion state loop, only the CT and transformation map
for the currently considered motion state are held in storage. The con
tributions to Eq. 5,6 (without normalization) were calculated for all
points irradiated during this motion state, mapped to the corresponding
position in the reference state and added to the corresponding grids.
After iterating over all motion states, the normalization of Eq. 5 is per
formed and physical and RBE-weighted dose distributions in the refer
ence state are computed using equations Eq. 8,9. In order to study the
dynamics of an entire delivery, an output of results for single motion
states was implemented. For this, one slice of the reference CT can be
selected. The dose absorbed in this slice during each single motion state
is stored. These slices were then appended to form a new CT where the
slice index indicates the motion state. In the same manner, an integral
slice, showing the physical dose that was accumulated up to the indexed
motion state, was also stored in order to reconstruct the build-up of the
absorbed dose over time.
2.2. Experimental validation
For the experimental validation, the goal was to test if the modified
dose calculation algorithm is able to reproduce inhomogeneous dose
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.

binning subsequent detector frames in various multiples to one motion
state and the γ(3%/3 mm) pass rate of the final dose distribution was
compared dependent on the time resolution.

Table 1
Settings of the motion trajectory for the seven measurements.
Motion

A (mm)

ΔA/A (%)

T(s)

ΔT/T (%)

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

10
20
30
20
20
20
20

0
0
0
25
50
0
50

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
50
50

2.3. Dose calculation for irregular motion using a virtual phantom
In this section, a demonstration on how the dose calculation algo
rithm can be used in combination with a virtual phantom to study the
effects of irregular motion on the quality of patient treatments are
presented.
As a preliminary test of the ability of the dose calculation algorithm,
a limited set of N = 25 virtual CTs was created using the software XCAT
[28,45]. From this set, a long sequence of images depicting non-periodic
motions was created. The procedure is described in the following:
A spherical tumor with a diameter of 40 mm was placed inside the
right lung of a phantom (see Fig. 2). 25 virtual CTs depicting half a
respiratory cycle from end-exhale (state 0) to end-inhale (state 24) were
created. As parameters, a motion amplitude of the diaphragm’s dome of
40 mm and an anterior-posterior motion of the rib cage with an
amplitude of 20 mm were set and both displacements were set to in
crease linearly with the state index. The used diaphragm and anteriorposterior motion amplitudes are twice as big as the values recom
mended for an average breathing cycle. For the respiratory motion
during treatment, a motion pattern as proposed by Lujan et al. [46] was
selected. During breathing cycle k, so for t ∈ [t0,k ; t0,k + Tk ), the
displacement d of the diaphragm’s dome from its standard end-exhale
position in cranial direction was given by the equation

in each IC was used as reference dose to determine if this IC passes the
gamma test. Acceptance criteria of 3%/3 mm and of 2%/2 mm were
selected. Below a dose threshold of Dthresh = 0.15 Gy, corresponding to
5% of the planned dose of 3Gy that would have been delivered to the
homogeneous target region of a static delivery, an absolute dose
acceptance criterion of ΔDA = 0.08 Gy was used. In addition, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient R between the dose values in the dose recon
struction and the measured IC dose values was calculated. For both
comparisons, only IC detectors with a non-zero dose were considered.
The evolution of R over the course of the treatment was calculated for
the dose distributions inside single detector time frames (in the
following called differential dose distributions) as well as with inter
mediate integral doses up to a given motion state. In order to determine
the number of motion states per period required for precise dose re
constructions, the entire dose reconstruction procedure was repeated,

Fig. 2. Virtual CT containing a spherical tumor created using XCAT. The image shows a superposition of the motion states 7 and 19, which correspond the end-exhale
and inhale states of the planned motion. The arrows are used to visualize the corresponding transformation map.
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( (
))
()
π
+ d0 − vd ⋅t.
d t = Ak ⋅sin4
⋅ t − t0,k
Tk

fraction of the volume which receives a dose ⩾95% of the prescribed
dose and quantifies target coverage. D5 and D95 denote the dose that is
exceeded in 5% and 95% of the target volume, respectively. The dif
ference D5 − D95 quantifies the width of the dose fall-off in a dose volume
histogram around the prescription dose. The smaller it is, the more
homogeneous is the dose distribution with a mean dose close to
prescription.

(12)

Here, Ak and Tk represent motion amplitude of the diaphragm’s
dome and period for respiratory cycle k, respectively. d0 is the start
position of the first breathing cycle and vd is the velocity of a linear
baseline drift. Three motion scenarios were considered for the dose
calculation:

3. Results

Periodic: Periodic motion from Eq. 12 with Ak = 20 mm and Tk = 5 s
for all periods and no baseline drifts.
Fixed baseline: Nonperiodic motion, with Ak and Tk randomly
generated with a uniform distribution between +-25% around
A20 mm and T = 5 s, and no baseline drift.
Baseline drift: The same motion as in the fixed baseline scenario, but
with an additional linear baseline drift of vd = 0.015 mm/s.

3.1. Experimental validation
We provide detailed results for each analysis step of measurement VII
with motion amplitude and period both varying by 50% as this is the
most complex motion. Final results for all other measurements are listed
in Table 2.
The recorded motion for VII is displayed in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the
correlation between the measured counts of the beam monitor and the
integral dose in the single ICs for each matched frame of the IC detector
array. A squared correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.99269 was obtained.
The reconstructed dose is compared with the measurement in Fig. 5. The
simulated dose was convoluted with the size of the single IC detectors in
the array. In Fig. 5(a) an inset of reconstructed and measured dose is
shown. In Fig. 5(b) the corresponding correlation plot of measured vs.
reconstructed dose is shown. A linear regression yields a correlation
coefficient Rtot = 0.9912. The correlation coefficient was also deter
mined for single time frames of the ionization chamber array detector. In
Fig. 6, the evolution of Pearson’s R over the course of the delivery is
displayed. The green dots show the correlation coefficient of the dose
only in the single time frames of the detector. The black line shows how
the correlation coefficient of the integral dose and the simulation
evolves. The results for the integral dose distributions of all measure
ments are summarized in Table 2.
The evolution of the correlation coefficient between measured and
simulated integral dose distribution is displayed in Fig. 7 for all seven
cases. The correlation is stable above 0.9 and converges quickly. All
measurements show a common evolution. In Fig. 8, the distributions of
correlation coefficients for the differential dose distributions in the
single detector frames is shown. Detector frames without dose, which
occurred for example during spill pauses, were excluded from the se
lection. The median of the correlation coefficient for each measurement
Rmedian is listed in Table 2. The dependence of the γ pass rate on the
length of each motion state is depicted in Fig. 9. It can be seen that for a
average motion amplitude of 20 mm, a frame duration of 400 ms still
yielded a pass rate greater than 99% in all cases. In motion scenario III
with an amplitude of 30 mm, in contrast, the pass rate drops already for
this frame rate to 97.84%. For motion I with an amplitude of 10 mm, the
pass rate remained 100% up to a frame duration of 800 ms.

Treatment delivery progression was simulated for the GSI facility
with a constant beam intensity during a spill for single scan deliveries
and 20 slice-by-slice rescan deliveries. For the deliveries with a single
scan, the irradiation lasted 124 s for field 1 and 128 s for field 2. For
deliveries with 20 rescans, the irradiations lasted 804 s for field 1 and
642 s for field 2. Each breathing period was divided into ten motion
states of equal length. For each state, the center-of-mass of the
displacement of the diaphragm was computed. An offset d0 = 12.5 mm
was chosen such that for the baseline drift motion scenario and 20
rescans, the smallest diaphragm displacement corresponds to the
simulated end-exhale CT with index 0. All motion patterns started at
d(t = 0 s) = d0 , corresponding to CT number 7. For the dose calculation,
this motion state was defined the reference state iref . The mean dia
phragm displacement for each motion state j was calculated and the
precomputed state i = i(j) with the closest diaphragm displacement was
selected. A series of more than 1000 CTs was created that is a series of
selections of the 25 virtual CTs created before.
In addition to the CT images, the corresponding transformation
maps, that link the state CTs to the reference CT, are needed. The for
ward transformation vector fields iref →i for i > iref were directly expor
ted from XCAT. For each voxel in the reference state iref , they define a
vector to the corresponding position in the other states i. For i < iref , the
transformation was obtained by mapping from state iref to the repetition
of state i in a second, identical breathing cycle, i = i + N. In order to get
the inverted transformation fields, XCAT was rerun for each motion state
i. The state i was assigned to be the start phase and the first repetition of
′

the reference state iref = iref +N was the end state. Now the vector field
′

i→iref was exported. The output data produced by XCAT are the atten
′

uation in binary format for the virtual CT images and vector fields in a
text format for the transformation maps. Those files were converted into
the corresponding input formats for TRiP98 using a software developed
in house. The series of transformation files for the dose calculation was
created with the same map j→i = i(j) as for the corresponding CT
images.
For the purpose of treatment planning, the motion was assumed to be
periodic. The motion used during treatment planning was split into ten
phases of equal length with a mean displacement corresponding to the
simulated CTs 7, 8, 11, 15, 19, 19, 15, 11, 8 and 7. This corresponds to a
maximum tumor displacement of 9.83 mm in cranio-caudal direction,
− 3.82 mm in antero-posterior direction and − 0.18 mm in left–right
direction. The union of the tumor contours in these 10 states was defined
as the ITV. Two opposed fields were optimized simultaneously for a
homogeneous RBE-weighted dose of 8 Gy in the ITV. The same motion
pattern was assumed for both fields. This high dose was selected due to
encouraging results in recent dose escalation studies with carbon ions
for non-small cell lung cancer [47] and hepatocellular carcinoma [48].
The resulting dose distributions were compared by calculating the DVH
metrics such as V95 , D5 and D95 on the gross tumor volume. V95 is the

Table 2
Comparison of dose reconstruction and measured dose distribution for mea
surements with different average motion amplitude A and variabilities of motion
amplitude and period T. The average motion period was always set to 5 s.
Motion

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

66

A

ΔA/A

ΔT/T

(mm)

(%)

(%)

3%/3
mm

γ pass rate (%)
2%/2
mm

10
20
30
20
20
20
20

0
0
0
25
50
0
50

0
0
0
0
0
50
50

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.20
100.00
100.00

88.14
90.00
90.65
89.68
88.00
84.13
86.78

Rtot

Rmedian

0.9924
0.9913
0.9889
0.9915
0.9872
0.9889
0.9912

0.9553
0.946
0.93855
0.94765
0.94805
0.9431
0.9528
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Fig. 3. Recorded motion of the ionization chamber array detector for measurement VII. Black dots represent measured positions, the red line is an interpolation.

Fig. 4. Scatter plot showing the measured number of counts in the intensity monitor over the detector response of the IC array detector for each 200 ms time frame
for measurement VII. The red line shows an unconstrained linear fit and was added to guide the eye.
Fig. 5. Comparison of reconstructed and
measured dose distribution for measurement VII.
(a) The small homogeneous squares in the fore
ground show the measured dose values in the
single ionization chambers (IC). The IC contour
size was reduced for better visibility. In the
background the reconstructed dose distribution is
displayed with 1 mm resolution. (b) Correlation
of measured and reconstructed dose distribution
for all ICs with measured dose. The red linear fit
was added to guide the eye.

3.2. Dose calculation for irregular motion using a virtual phantom

DVH metrics for D5 , D95 and V95 are listed in Table 3. It can be seen, that
for the short single deliveries, the interplay effect causes in
homogeneities of similar size. Rescanning improves dose homogeneity
and target coverage in all three scenarios, but for the linear baseline drift

The simulated distributions of RBE-weighted dose for the motion
scenarios described in section 2.3 are displayed in Fig. 10. The resulting
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Fig. 6. Left: Time resolved evolution of the correlation coefficient for measurement VII. Right: Binned projection of the correlation coefficients of the differential
measurements on the y axis.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the correlation between the measured and reconstructed integral dose distributions over the course of the measurements listed in Table 2.

scenario, the increased treatment duration causes the tumor to move
significantly out of the target volume, causing a lower target coverage of
V95 = 83.7% (see Fig. 10f).

strate the high reliability of the methods used to create the log-file based
dose reconstructions. In experimental studies, this allows for examina
tion of the quality of a delivery not only inside a detector plane, but also
in volumes, for example calculated on a patient 4DCT. Nevertheless, it is
recommended to use a detector to verify the quality of the dose recon
struction in at least one plane if possible. This is done for example by Lis
et al. [42] for the standard algorithm for periodic motion. Another
important finding is that for an average motion amplitude of 20 mm,
about ten motion states per period are required to guarantee a γ(3%/
3 mm) pass rate greater than 99%, which corresponds to a state duration
of between 400 ms and 600 ms in the measurements presented here. As
expected, the required time resolution must be finer for bigger motion
amplitudes and can be coarser in the case of smaller amplitudes. This
result is in perfect agreement with the one presented by Bert et al. [49]
and extends it from regular to irregular motion. Deviations between
measured and calculated doses were observed in regions with high dose
gradients. This is apparent from the high gamma pass rates. Dose dif
ferences are caused by the residual motion during calculated motion
states that were not accounted for by the dose calculation. In a clinical
case, motion mitigation techniques would be necessary for motion am
plitudes as big as the ones used during this study. In a motion
compensated treatment, dose gradients are small inside the target re
gions. Therefore, the precision of the algorithm should be sufficient.

4. Discussion
In this work, we presented a dose calculation algorithm to calculate
RBE-weighted doses for complex motion patterns on arbitrarily long
sequences of CT images. This algorithm was validated experimentally by
performing logfile-based reconstructions of the absorbed dose distribu
tions for seven different motion scenarios and comparing them to
measurements with an IC array detector. Excellent agreement between
dose reconstructions and measurements was achieved for integral doses
as well as for the dynamics of the dose delivery down to the level of
single 200 ms time frames. It was demonstrated that the algorithm can
be applied for the calculation of RBE-weighted doses by using images
from a virtual phantom.
The experimental validation of the dose calculation showed, that the
modifications necessary for dose calculations with complex motion
patterns cause no relevant additional uncertainties compared to the ones
already present for periodic motion. The experimental data strongly
supports the reliability of simulation studies performed with the
described dose calculation algorithm. In addition, the results demon
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Fig. 8. Distribution of correlation coefficients between reconstructed and measured differential dose distribution for single detector frames for all seven mea
surements. The histograms were created the same way as the one on the right of Fig. 6 and are shown as violin plots overlaid with box plots. The horizontal lines
depict the median and the boxes the interquartile range of t.he distribution.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the γ(3%/3 mm) pass rate on the duration of each reconstructed motion state.

The simulations of the RBE-weighted doses demonstrated a workflow
how the virtual phantom XCAT can be used for simulation studies in
order to test motion mitigation techniques and to identify tumor loca
tions were the dose distribution is sensitive to irregular respiratory
motion. In the given example, the technique of rescanned ITVs was able
to deliver a homogeneous dose to a tumor even in the case of variable
motion amplitude and period with stable baseline. In the case of a linear
baseline drift, in contrast, significant underdosage was observed at the
edges of the target volume. This finding underlines the need of sufficient
safety margins, an active motion mitigation technique or the restriction
of the treatment to a stable gating window [50].
The results of the simulations on the virtual phantom presented in
this paper are strongly supported by the experimental validation pre
sented in section 2.2 and section 3.1. The experimental validation was
only possible for absorbed doses and was performed only in one water
equivalent depth in the plateau region of the Bragg peak. Nevertheless, it
incorporates all motion related features that also apply to the calculation
of RBE-weighted doses. The TRiP98 dose calculation algorithm was
validated experimentally for periodic motions using radiochromic films
[49], ICs in a 3D phantom [38] and cell survival studies [51]. As only the

management of motion in the dose calculation was altered and the
functionality of this component was shown to work in 2D, we assume
that the results can be translated to 3D dose distributions and RBEweighted doses. Nevertheless, more experiments are necessary and
will be published in the future. The results of this work will enable to
evaluate the quality of dose distributions during the future development
of motion mitigation techniques, capable of handling irregular motion.
This is true for both, simulations on virtual or real patient imaging data,
and in experiments where it gives information about regions not covered
by detectors, dose distributions inside a patient instead of in a phantom
and about the time structure of the dose delivery. It was shown that the
dose calculation algorithm is able to reproduce the final dose distribu
tions as well as the dynamics of the dose build up during treatment. This
makes it possible to identify even the effect of short interruptions of
regular breathing like coughing.
The experimental validation of the dose calculation algorithm is
limited by the simplicity of the geometry, which was selected for this
proof-of-principle study. More measurements with complex or anthro
pomorphic phantoms [29–31] would be desirable and will be carried out
in the future. However a more complex geometry also makes the
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Fig. 10. Calculated RBE-weighted dose distributions for the three motion scenarios described in section 2.3 (a), (c), and (e) for a single scan and (b), (d), and (f) for
20 rescans. The black circle marks the contour of the spherical lesion.

changes in patient anatomy and deformable image registration can be
eliminated. The problems in the creation of CT data sets using XCAT
described in [52] are known to the authors. The post-processing tool
presented in this reference will be included into the workflow for later
studies. From the simulations, it is apparent that rescanned ITVs are a
possible approach to achieve homogeneous dose distributions and good
target coverage for the cases of variable motion amplitudes. But this
comes with the detriment, that increased treatment times cause a sig
nificant impact of baseline drifts. Robust 4D optimization [9,11,53] was
proven to deliver homogeneous and more conformal doses faster for
moving targets [42]. Developments to combine this technique with re
sidual real time tracking are ongoing [54]. Here, only a linear baseline
drift was considered. The used drift velocity for the tumor is in good
agreement with the mean trend reported by Takao et al. [6]. Also sudden
changes of the baseline position were observed in real patient motion
[50]. It is expected that higher variation in baseline drifts will further
exacerbate the dose degradation and will pose a challenge in the
development of future motion mitigation techniques.

Table 3
Results of the dose calculation for the three motion scenarios and two treatment
modalities, where HI = D5 − D95 depicts the homogeneity index.
Motion scenario

# Rescans

D5 (%)

D95 (%)

HI (%)

V95 (%)

Periodic

1
20

106.9
101.6

90.0
96.9

16.9
4.7

81.2
99.6

Fixed baseline

1
20

102.5
101.4

89.0
96.0

13.6
5.4

76.6
98.5

Baseline drift

1
20

106.4
108.1

89.4
89.0

17.0
19.1

79.0
83.7

interpretation of the measurement data more challenging.
The calculation of the biological doses described in section 2.3,3.2
are limited to the purpose of demonstrating the abilities of the dose
calculation algorithm described in section 2.1. Systematic studies about
the effect of irregular motion during carbon ion therapy need to be
performed in the future. A study with real patient 4DCT-MRI data would
allow for a more realistic study [27]. The feasibility to create suitable
data sets was demonstrated for another dose calculation algorithm for
carbon ion beams [25,26], even though the amount of work is not
feasible for clinical practise now. With further automation, 3D imaging
data might become available. For current research purposes, in contrast,
XCAT was shown to be a versatile tool to create virtual CT data sets for
exploratory studies as it allows for the isolated examination of the effect
of different motion patterns as uncertainties induced by imaging,

5. Conclusions
In this work, we presented an algorithm for 4D dose calculation in
carbon ion therapy that is able to handle irregular motion. An experi
mental validation demonstrated its ability to reproduce measurement
data for absorbed doses with high precision. We presented a case study,
in which the algorithm was used in combination with a virtual anthro
pomorphic phantom to perform simulation studies. In the future, this
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procedure can be used to identify tumor locations with high sensitivity
to motion irregularities. The presented algorithm will be used to test
motion mitigation techniques as real time tracking [3,8], 4D optimiza
tion [9,11,53] and a combination of both [54] in the presence of
irregular motion experimentally and in simulations.
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